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Abstract—Steel surface defect detection is essentially one of
pattern recognition problems. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are
known as one of the most proper classifiers in this application. In this
paper, we introduce a more accurate classification method by using
SVMs as our final classifier of the inspection system. In this scheme,
multiclass classification task is performed based on the ”one-against-
one” method and different kernels are utilized for each pair of the
classes in multiclass classification of the different defects.
In the proposed system, a decision tree is employed in the first
stage for two-class classification of the steel surfaces to ”defect” and
”non-defect”, in order to decrease the time complexity. Based on
the experimental results, generated from over one thousand images,
the proposed multiclass classification scheme is more accurate than
the conventional methods and the overall system yields a sufficient
performance which can meet the requirements in steel manufacturing.

Keywords—Steel Surface Defect Detection, Support Vector Ma-
chines, Kernel Methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATIC surface inspection is widely used in steel
manufacturing with the purpose of controlling the

quality of the product. In this application, a line camera
captures images of steel surfaces and a pattern recognition
system is employed for classification of the captured images
to their corresponding classes. Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) are known as the most applicable classifiers in steel
surface defect detection .Various successful implementation
of SVMs have been reported in this application. SVM was
developed in the study of Vapnik [1]. Jia [2] described
a real-time visual inspection system, utilizing SVM for
detection of defective patterns. The proposed system was
found to be effective from the viewpoint of accuracy and
speed. Choi [3] also adopted SVM as their final classifier of
the inspection system and a good accuracy in detecting five
defects on rolling strip was reported.
SVMs were originally single kernel classifiers which were
designed for two class classification. Several methods have
been proposed to extend SVMs for multiclass classification.
Knerr [4] introduced ”one-against-one” method and Hsu [5]
compared this method with a couple of other methods and
indicated that the ”one-against-one” method is more suitable
for practical use than the other methods.
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SVMs employing different kernels yield different
performances in detection of defects with different shapes.
”scratch”, ”roll imprint”, ”edge strain” and ”pit” are four
kinds of common defects in steel manufacturing. In this
study, we introduced a multiclass classification scheme
based on one-against-one method, in which we employed
various kernels in the classification of the mentioned defects.
Aimed to do this, after training phase, four different kernels,
including ”linear”, ”radial basis functions”, ”quadratic” and
”polynomial” were applied on the validation data, altogether
and for each pair of the defects, the kernel which produced
the highest accuracy was adopted as the final kernel for the
classification of the corresponding defect in the test phase.
In order to decrease the time complexity of the classification
task, a decision tree is used in the first stage for two-class
classification of the images to ”defect” and ”non-defect”.
Then the proposed multiclass classification is performed on
the defective images. Experimental results, proved that the
proposed multiclass classification task is more accurate than
the conventional methods and the overall classification system
is absolutely suitable in practice, for meeting accuracy and
speed requirements.
The proposed approach is presented in the rest of paper, as
follows: In section II, the basics of the SVM as a popular
classifier in steel surface defect detection is reviewed. In
section III, four typical examples of kernels used in pattern
recognition applications are presented. In section IV, decision
trees are described as a class of rapid classifiers. The feature
extraction scheme utilized in this experiment which is based
on Local Binary Pattern is presented in section V. Section VI
discusses the experimental results for the proposed approach.
And section VII gives the conclusion.

II. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES

SVM is a learning machine originally utilized for two-
class classification problems and has emerged as one of
the most popular classifiers in various applications. In this
classification scheme, input vectors are firstly mapped into a
high-dimensional space through a nonlinear mapping and then
a hyperplane is constructed and is moved until an appropriate
separation is achieved by the hyperplane that leaves the
maximum possible margin from both classes.
So the goal is to construct such a hyperplane from the
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Fig. 1. The SVM Architecture Employing Kernel Functions. [6]

training samples. Given that T = {(x1, y1), , (xn, yn)} is the
training set, xi ∈ Rn are input vectors and y ∈ {−1, 1} are
classification labels, the desired hyperplane is

ωTx+ b = 0 (1)

SVMs require the solution of the following optimization
problem

min︸︷︷︸
ω, b

1

2
||ω||2 + C

n∑
i=1

ξi

S.T yi(ω
Txi + b) ≥ 1− ξi (2)

While we stated the original problem in a finite dimensional
space, it often happens that in such a space, the datasets to be
classified are linearly inseparable. Hence it was offered that
the original finite dimensional space be mapped into a much
higher dimensional space, where the classes can satisfactorily
be separated by a hyperplane.
Kernel functions κ(x, z) =

∑
r φr(x)φr(z) are defined to

suit the problem. Typical examples of kernels used in pattern
recognition applications are:

1) Linear kernel function
2) Quadratic kernel function
3) Polynomial kernel function
4) Radial Basis Function (RBF)

Once the kernel function κ(x, z) is adopted the optimization
task, (2) now becomes

max︸︷︷︸
λ

⎛
⎝ N∑

i=1

λi − 1

2

∑
i,j

λiλjyiyjx
T
i xj

⎞
⎠ (3)

S.T 0 ≤ λi ≤ C, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (4)∑
i λiyi = 0 (5)

Where, λi ≥ 0 are the Lagrange multipliers. After solving
the optimization problem, the resulting linear classifier is
obtained:

g(x) = sgn

(
n∑

i=1

λiyiκ(xi, x) + ωi

)
(6)

Fig. 1 shows the corresponding architecture. ([6],[7])

III. KERNEL TYPES

Different kernel types which are used in this paper are as
follows:

A. Linear Kernel

The linear kernel function κl(x, z) is simply dot product of
the vectors x and z in Euclidean space

κl(x, z) = x · z (7)

Linear kernel is used in case of linearly separable classes
where a hyperplane can be found with maximum margin from
the nearest point of each class. It does not apply any mapping
over the feature space and therefore, does not include any
parameters to be adjusted.

B. Quadratic Kernel

Quadratic kernel function is also a non-parametric method
which is given by

κq(x, z) = x · z(1 + x · z) (8)

It is a very popular kernel method in different applications due
to its simplicity and efficiency.

C. Polynomial Kernel

The polynomial kernel over a vector space X of dimension
n is defined as

κd(x, z) = (〈x, z〉+R)d (9)

Where R and d are kernel parameters. It can be shown that
the dimension of the feature space for the polynomial kernel
is (

n+ d
d

)
(10)

Moreover, using the binomial theorem we can expand (7):

κi(x, z) =
d∑

s=0

Rd−s〈x, z〉s (11)

It is apparent that by decreasing R, the relative weighting of
the higher order polynomial increases. A proof for equation
(10) is available in [8].

D. Gaussian Kernel

The Gaussian kernel is defined by

κ(x, z) = exp

(
−||x− z||2

2σ2

)
(12)

It is also referred as radial basis function as it only depends
on the distance of x and z in the input space. The parameter
σ acts like degree d in the polynomial kernel controlling the
flexibility of the kernel where small values of σ corresponds to
the large values of d. If σ is chosen too small, it increases the
risk of overfitting while large values of σ reduces the kernel
to a constant function which is not applicable to learn any
significant classifiers.
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TABLE I
THE BASIC ALGORITHMIC STEPS FOR A TREE. [6]

Begin with the root node, i.e., Xt = X
For each new node t

For every feature xk, k = 1, 2, . . . , l
For every value αkn, n = 1, 2, . . . , Ntk

• Generate XtY and XtN according
to the answer in the question:
is xk(i) ≤ αkn?, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nt

• Compute the impurity decrease
End
• Choose αkn0

leading to the maximum de-
crease w.r. to xk

End
• Choose xk0

and associated αk0n0
leading

to the overall maximum decrease of impurity
If the maximum value of ΔI(t) over all possi-
ble splits is less than a threshold value
−→ stop splitting and assign a class
If not
−→ generate two descendant nodes tY and tN
with associated subsets XtY and XtN ,
depending on the answer to the question:
is xk0

≤ αk0n0
?

End

IV. DECISION TREES

Decision trees are a class of nonlinear classifiers in which
classes are sequentially rejected until a finally accepted class
is attained. The sequence of decisions is applied to individual
features, and the questions to be answered are of the form ”is
feature xi ≤ α ?”, where α is a threshold value.
For each node, t, splitting is equivalent with the division of the
subset Xt into two disjoint descendant subsets, XtY and XtN

corresponding to the answers ”Yes” and ”No” of the questions
respectively.
In order to adopt a splitting rule, we define a parameter called
node impurity, denoted as I(t), given by

I(t) = −
M∑
i=1

P (ωi|t) log2 P (ωi|t) (13)

And decrease in node impurity is defined as

ΔI(t) = I(t)− NtY

Nt
I(tY )− NtN

Nt
I(tN ) (14)

where NtY and NtN are the number of points being sent to
the subset XtY and XtN .
The general recursive procedure for the construction of de-
cision tree is shown in Table I, in which a commonly used
rule for class assignment is the majority rule, i.e., the leaf is
labeled as ωj where

j = argmax︸︷︷︸
i

P (ωi|t) (15)

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION

There have been significant advances in feature extraction
methods for surface defect detection in the recent years. In
this paper, we have focused on a feature extraction scheme
based on texture analysis method.

Fig. 2. Derivation of the Original LBP.

Fig. 3. Derivation of the NLBP.

A. Local Binary Pattern
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is a general definition of texture

in a local neighbourhood which is introduced by Ojala. [7].
Two dimensional distribution of LBP can be used as features
due to their good discrimination rates and LBP operator
is known as a simple rotation invariant method for feature
extraction.
The derivation of LBP is represented in [8]. The mathematical
definition of the original LBP, according to Fig. 2, is as
follows:

LBPP,R =
P−1∑
p=0

sgn(gp − gc)2
p (16)

where gc and gp are the gray level of the center pixel and
neighbour pixels, respectively and sgn(.) is the sign function,
defined as

sgn(x) =

{
1 x ≥ 0
0 x < 0

(17)

B. Feature Extraction Approach based on New LBP
In order to introduce an extended LBP based operator, we

consider a 7×7 window, as shown in the Fig. 3, and define U
as a uniformity criterion which is described as the number of
alterations from ”1” to ”0” and vice versa in the sequence. For
example for the sequences 00000000 or 11111111, uniformity
criterion (U) is equal to zero and for the binary form of the
numbers 2, 4, 8 and 16, it is equal to 2, since there are two
0/1 alterations in the mentioned sequences. The new LBP is,
then, derived from:

NLBP =

{ ∑P−1
p=0 sgn(gp − gc) if U(NLBP) ≤ K

P + 1 Otherwise
(18)
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Fig. 4. Four Common Defect Types in Steel Industry.

TABLE II
DIVISION OF THE IMAGE DATASET INTO TRAIN, VALIDATION AND TEST

SETS.

Defect Train Validation Test Total
Scratch 50 50 70 170
Roll Imprint 50 50 70 170
Edge Strain 50 50 70 170
Pit 50 50 70 170
Percentage 50 (%29.41) 50 (%29.41) 70 (%41.18) 680

TABLE III
RESULTS FOR MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION OF THE DEFECTS.

Defect Accuracy
Scratch %92.94
Roll Imprint %96.47
Edge Strain %95.88
Pit %97.64
Total %95.73

where

U(NLBP) =
∑

g=p,q,r,s

6∑
t=1

|sgn(gt−gc)−sgn(gt−1−gc)| (19)

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our database consists of 1080 100 × 100 pixel images
achieved from the production line of the ”Mobarake Steel
Manufacturing” and preprocessed by ”Dideh Pardaz Saba
Company”. The database contributes 680 defect images which
belong to four common defect types in steel industry: scratch,
roll imprint, edge strain, and pit. These defects are shown
in Fig. 4. These defect images were divided into training,
validation and test sets, containing 30, 30 and 40 percent of
the total, respectively. Then, we extracted a feature vector con-
taining 196 features by applying NLBP algorithm introduced
in section V with K=10 to each image. The training set for
each defect type was used to train SVMs with different kernel
type based on one-against-one method. In this experiment, we
used four popular kernel types: linear, polynomial, Gaussian,
and quadratic. This brings about four different SVMs for
each two-class classification. Then, by applying the validation
set, the SVM with maximum accuracy for that two-class
classification was selected from the group of four SVMs for
each combination of two defects. This resulted in SVMs with
different kernel types for the classification purpose between
different defects. Finally, the system was applied to the test
set to evaluate the overall performance. The whole process of
the defect detection based on multi-kernel SVMs is presented
in Fig. 5. The results are shown in Table III.

To compare the accuracy of our proposed method with the
simple classification method by using the same kernel type

TABLE IV
MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION OF DEFECTS.

Classification Method Accuracy Time
Traditional Multiclass SVM %91.61 2.9129
Proposed Method %95.73 4.1215

Fig. 5. The Whole Process of Defect Classification.

for each pair of classes, we applied the training and test sets
to a system with SVMs based on only linear, polynomial,
RBF or quadratic kernel type. The results are shown in Table
IV. The results indicate that our proposed method yields
better performance in classification of different defect types.

A drawback associated with the proposed method is its
relatively higher time complexity. Aimed to tackle this
problem, we proposed a two-stage classification system,
shown in Fig. 6, in which we utilized decision tree as a rapid
classifier in the first stage, for two-class classification of the
images to ”defect” and ”non-defect”. Since the multiclass
classification task is merely applied on the surfaces which
are recognized as defective by the two-class classifier of
the first stage, a significant decrease in executing time is
achieved. Table V represents the accuracy and executing time
of the proposed classification system when employed on 1080
images including 400 non-defect and 680 defective images.
The results validated that the presented scheme yields a better
performance than the conventional multiclass SVM classifier.
The time stated in the table is the total time in seconds,
required for the classification of 1080 100×100 pixel images
on a 2.4 GHz PC.

VII. CONCLUSION

Traditional SVMs employing ”one-against-one” scheme
for multiclass classification problems, use to apply a single
predefined kernel. The mentioned kernel, however, may
not yield the best possible performance in classification of
different defects.
In this paper, we introduced a classification method, in which
for each pair of different defects, a kernel which produced
the highest accuracy in the validation phase, was adopted as
the final kernel for the classification of the corresponding pair
of defects in the test phase.
To testify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
simulations are conducted on features being extracted using
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Fig. 6. Proposed Classification Architecture.

TABLE V
MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION OF COMPLETE IMAGE DATASET

INCLUDING DEFECT AND NON-DEFECT.

Classification Method Accuracy Time
Traditional Multiclass SVM %90.37 4.6217
Proposed Two-stage Classification Scheme %97.68 5.1269

an extended LBP based operator applied on more than a
thousand of steel strips. The simulation results indicated that
the proposed method can accomplish a higher accuracy in
multiclass classification of the steel surface defects, rather
than the conventional method, in favor of the increased
executing time.
In order to tackle the problem of increased time complexity,

a two stage classification architecture is proposed, in which
a decision tree is utilized in the first stage, for two-class
classification of the images to ”defect” and ”non-defect”.
The simulation results proved that the proposed classification
system can yield a better accuracy rather than the traditional
methods, in a sufficient time which can meet the speed
requirements in steel manufacturing.
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